
I attended the Molonglo/ Denman Prospect planning developments workshop on Monday.  Only 8 
people turned up, including myself. The rest in attendance were staff members. 
 
You can definitely ignore any of the illegal planning developments in this entire Molonglo area that is 
left and not go ahead with any of them. They have no support for any further developments. 
 
I also attended their online meeting prior to this workshop that they called No.2 workshop.  
 
He (names removed by EPSDD for personal privacy) asked me to send him the evidence of the EPBC 
Act and threatened species which I have, sending him the same District information that I sent you, 
including the more recent EIS exemption they requested. He hasn’t responded yet. I sent this email 
to him on the EIS Exemption. 
 
‘……Bluitts Block, is this you requesting an EIS exemption? 
 
Sent to Miinisters Vaserotti and Gentleman  to protect the area known as Bluetts Block- Piney Ridge 
(an area extending across Stromlo Blocks 402 and 403, and Denman Prospect Section 1, Block 12) for 
its high biodiversity values, and to: 
 
1. Declare the Government's intention to maintain the area in its natural state, untouched and 
commence the appropriate processes to ensure this happens. 
 
2. Ensure that no further urban development takes place in Denman Prospect Block 12 until a full 
ecological assessment of the values of this area has been undertaken.   
 
3. Ensure the ecological assessment considers the impacts on threatened species, critically 
endangered Box-Gum Woodland, old-growth trees, landscape connectivity, and include an 
assessment of urban edge effects. 
 
Bluetts Block-Piney Ridge is an area of high-value, remnant dry forest and Box-Gum Grassy 
Woodland. It has significant biodiversity and also plays an important role in landscape connectivity 
from the Murrumbidgee corridor, through to the Molonglo River and north to Black Mountain.   
 
The current EIS Exemption application from Capital Estate Developments for Denman Prospect Block 
12 does not fully assess the impacts of urban development on high biodiversity areas, nor has there 
been any consideration of the merits of establishing a buffer between the urban edge and medium-
high biodiversity areas. 
 
I call on you to reject the current EIS Exemption application and to comply with the EPBC Act that  
has never allowed any developments at all in Molonglo, for the above reasons, and ensure that the 
biodiversity values at Bluetts Block-Piney Ridge are protected…..’. 
 

 
May I please reiterate that the Kangaroo killings is held under the Environment Planning section, 
Department. 
 
This is the Environment Planning Department therefore we ask you to include the Kangaroos into 
this Planning reform Bill and to promptly remove them to place them under the Animal Welfare Act, 
to declare them as the threatened species that they are. 
 



We further respectfully ask you to immediately stop all of the killings as we put these changes in 
place. 
 
They aren’t qualified nor do they have any expertise or experience in Kangaroos and all other 
macropods and animals to be dictating on what to do with Kangaroos, all other macropods and 
animals.  The Kangaroo killings have all been based on Scientific Fraud, never for Conservation 
reasons. The killings have always been for illegal developments. Kangaroos were already killed to 
extinction in the ACT due to gross mismanagement by the Government. 
 
They never learn their lesson, never listen to the true Independent experts, repeating their same 
mistakes over and over again. 
 
We know that you will now listen and order an immediate stop to all of the killings. 
 
Illegal developments: 
 
Light rail, Molonglo, etc 
 
I previously sent you all of that evidence on light rail, from Stage 1-2(a),(b), (c) for all 6 districts 
showing that the majority don’t want it, they want the buses fixed instead, expensive charging 
stations are not needed if you switch to solar vehicles with battery back up, make sure you don’t use 
inferior batteries that explode, Molonglo from the beginning  to current ongoing developments 
showing that they are all unlawful in breach of the Federal and local Environmental Laws.  
 
Please Disallow exemptions to the Federal and local Environmental Laws. 
 
These illegal developments and illegal light rail are destroying multi billion dollar tourist attractions, 
Commonwealth Park Floriade for lightrail etc. 
 
Please urgently stop the light rail as well. 
 
Our submission will be sent later, however the above needs urgent action to immediately stop the 
Kangaroo and all other macropods killings, infertility programs illegally genetically altering them, 
who are under your EPSDD Department web page, committing mass extinction , lightrail, Molonglo 
and other developments that are in breach of the legislated Federal and local Environmental Laws.  
 
You are the best department to end this now to save our Bush Capital, biodiversity, environment, 
etc. 
 
We look forward to your confirmation. 
 
We want our carparks back that we lost for lightail, developments, etc.  
  
Thank you for your assistance and valuable time. 
 

 
The Kangaroos are part of the Planning Bill who need to be immediately removed, with all kangaroos 
and other macropods declared as a threatened species, all killings and infertility programs stopped 
immediately. 
 
We ask for your assistance to immediately make these orders declarations please.  



 
You are dealing with unqualified staff in the kangaroos area who have no knowledge or expertise to 
be dictating on what to do with Kangaroos and all other macropods, including all animals.  
 
We are your only independent private non Government, non Government funded Group who have 
the knowledge and expertise in these areas. 
 
We ask that you use us instead as your experts in all animal matters please, and place these people 
who you sent our correspondence to, under our Direction and our authority, complying with our 
Animal Welfare Act/Bill that provides animal welfare. 
 
There cannot be any compliance to committing animals mass extinction and animals being tortured, 
tortured to death, conveniences killings, etc, as the Government Animal Welfare Act/Bill illegally 
does.  
 
Thank you for your kind assistance and valuable time. 
 

 
Your proposal to shift Call in Powers from the Minister to the Chief Planner Ben Ponton isn’t 
changing and removing the call in powers.  
 
We recommend that the call in powers be abolished. 
 
Community Consultations, listening to the problems there are and will be with developments.  
 
Enforcing the Federal and local legislated environmental laws means no exemptions, all exemptions 
to be dismissed, all applications etc for exemptions denied. 
 
This means that Light-rail, Molonglo developments etc are immediately stopped. 
 



 
 
 


